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The First Official End-To-End  Solutions Guide for Every Nokia Series 40 Developer

Nokia's Series 40 Developer Platform gives Java developers  access to the world's highest-volume, fastest-growing, and most exciting mobile  markets. Nokia sells close to 100 million units within their Developer Platform  families every year, and the Series 40 Developer Platform is the highest-volume  platform in the family. Success on this platform is crucial for the commercial  success of any mobile application. Knowledge of the Series 40 Developer Platform  can be applied to the Java environment on all Nokia Developer Platform devices,  including Series 60 devices.

Fully reviewed by Nokia's subject matter experts, this book  covers the entire development processfrom design and coding through testing and  deployment. The authors walk you through eleven complete example applications,  presenting downloadable client and server source code that you can use to  jump-start virtually any project. Along the way, the authors illuminate the  technical underpinnings of Series 40, review crucial architectural issues,  introduce key mobile design patterns, discuss scalability and device  optimization strategies, and offer dozens of best practices and tipsmany of  which have never before been published.

Coverage includes

	
    Identifying your best opportunities and killer applications for  mobile development

    
	
    Building effective MIDP 2.0 user interfaces for devices built  on the Series 40 Developer Platform

    
	
    Building animated mobile games

    
	
    Handling persistent and networking data

    
	
    Proven techniques for scaling and optimizing applications  across devices
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The Data Warehouse Toolkit: The Complete Guide to Dimensional Modeling (Second Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2002
The latest edition of the single most authoritative guide on dimensional modeling for data warehousing!
Dimensional modeling has become the most widely accepted approach for data warehouse design. Here is a complete library of dimensional modeling techniques––  the most comprehensive collection ever written. Greatly expanded to...
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Whiteshift: Populism, Immigration, and the Future of White MajoritiesHarry N. Abrams, 2020

	
		Whiteshift: the turbulent journey from a world of racially homogeneous white majorities to one of racially hybrid majorities

		 

		This is the century of whiteshift. As Western societies are becoming increasingly mixed-race, demographic change is transforming politics. Over half of American babies are...
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OCP Oracle Database 11g: New Features for Administrators Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-050) (Osborne Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2008
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCP Exam 1Z0-050
Prepare for the Oracle Certified Professional Oracle Database 11g New Features for Administrators exam with help from this exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you'll find challenging exercises, practice questions, a two-minute drill, and a chapter summary...
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AutoCAD 2004 and AutoCAD LT 2004: No Experience RequiredSybex, 2003
AutoCAD 2004 and AutoCAD LT 2004: No Experience Required is your      step-by-step introduction to the latest versions of AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT, the      industry-leading design and drafting programs used by architects, engineers,      drafters, and design teams worldwide. Inside this perfectly-paced guide are the      clear-cut...
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Border and Rule: Global Migration, Capitalism, and the Rise of Racist NationalismHaymarket Books, 2021

	
		In Border and Rule, one of North America’s foremost thinkers and immigrant rights organizers delivers an unflinching examination of migration as a pillar of global governance and gendered racial class formation.

		

		Harsha Walia disrupts easy explanations for the migrant and refugee...
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View-Dependent Character AnimationSpringer, 2007
Computer generated 3D animation has matured over the years into a complex art form. Coordinating and presenting the character's movement in three dimensions to convey a specific idea to the audience requires artistic and technical skills, and often a labourious iterative trial-and-error process to get it right. Creating moving camera character...
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